
whose cumulative effect rivals the reputation of Genghis torial campaign of Democrat Ted Strickland in Ohio. He is
denouncing Republican contender Kenneth Blackwell for hisKhan.” Among the offshoots of this BAC apparatus is the

press empire of Rupert Murdoch, the man who inflicted Fox call to sell off the Ohio Turnpike. Blackwell extols the pros-
pect of making $6 billion for the state. Strickland said that inNews upon the world.

The BAC, the Synarchists of Lazard and Rothschild, Felix biblical terms, this is the same as selling your birthright for a
bowl of potage.“the Fascist” Rohatyn, and the privateers of American banks

like Goldman Sachs, are part of the international financial In a July 17 press release by the Strickland campaign,
his Lieutenant Governor candidate, Lee Fisher, is quoted,apparatus LaRouche has characterized as a “slime mold.” The

names and faces may change, but one can always recognize “Selling off one of our state’s most valuable assets—that was
built by Ohioans, and has been run by Ohioans—to a foreignthem by their nature as parasites. The only road they should

have is a one-way street right out of town. company, and tying our hands for the next 99 years, is incredi-
bly shortsighted. It’s just one more of Mr. Blackwell’s quick-
fix, short-sighted political gimmicks.”

The next day, the Strickland campaign put out another
release, titled, “Truth Be Tolled: Blackwell Turnpike Plan a

Highway Robbery? Bad Deal for Ohioans.” This release reports on two cases
demonstrating the thievery of selling toll roads. Commission-
ers in Harris County, Texas, recently reviewed and rejected a
proposal to sell off an 83-mile toll road, which prospective
buyers claimed could provide billions to the local govern-LaRouche: ‘Don’t
ment. By unanimous vote, the Commissioners decided the
windfall cash wasn’t worth giving up their rights to keep thePay the Tolls!’
system public and retain control over tolls.

The release continues: “In 1999, Canada’s Ontario Prov-byMarcia Merry Baker
ince sold off its Highway 407 near Toronto to a Spanish con-
sortium for 99 years, in exchange for $3.1 billion. According

There is a frenzy of toll-road takeovers under way in the to the Toronto Star, tolls have skyrocketed 203% at peak
times since then, despite former Premier Mike Harris’ insis-United States, and at the same time, a fury of resistance. Lead-

ing the charge for the infrastructure grab is Macquarie, and tence that they would be capped.
“Finally, in April, Ontario threw up its hands and admittedits Infrastructure & Specialized Funds Division. Its website

(see next page), presents a global map of 95 of its holdings, defeat. After losing seven court challenges, the private high-
way operator ‘retains the right to raise tolls without govern-giving listings by continent and country. Dozens more are

under discussion for takeover, the latest being the Channel ment approval. . .’ (Toronto Star, April 1, 2006).”
Tunnel (Chunnel).

The North American Macquarie holdings—in part or in Rohatyn, the Pitchman
For over 20 years, the pitchman for these sales has beenfull—include the Detroit-Windsor Tunnel, the South Bay Ex-

pressway, the Chicago Skyway, the Northern Indiana Toll Felix Rohatyn, of Lazard banking interests. No longer re-
ferred to as “privatizations” (now a bad word, for reasonsRoad, and many non-transportation installations.

While a few of these infrastructure projects—such as the shown by the Ontario experience), the sales are called
“PPPs”—public-private partnerships. Rohatyn pitches themDulles Greenway Toll Road in Northern Virginia, were “built

from scratch” by concessionaires who wangled government as the new, alternative financing recourse of cash-strapped
local governments: sell off the people’s infrastructure assets.approval to collect decades of tolls—most of the Macquarie

projects of all kinds, from water systems, to toll highways, Meantime, Lazard Asset Management set up in February
its own Lazard Global Listed Infrastructure group. Macquarieoriginated as public works. In recent years, governments at

all levels, hit by falling revenues because of the eroding econ- Bank Ltd., based in Australia (see previous article), operates
three investment partnerships directly with Lazard:omy, have been targetted by Macquarie and cohort companies

internationally, to resort to selling their assets. Macquarie Lazard Global Equities Fund, Macquarie Lazard
Asia Pacific Share Trust, and Macquarie Lazard International“Don’t pay the tolls,” was the reaction of Lyndon

LaRouche in mid-July, when briefed on the extent of the rip- Share Trust.
A flood of money is going into hard assets in utilities,off. “This was paid for by the public. It’s public property, . . .

no one should pay a toll on a privatized public highway.” transportation, and other basics, as the financial system itself
further disintegrates in hyperinflation and insolvencies. Gold-In line with LaRouche’s reaction, dozens of counties and

state legislatures, plus political campaigns, are organizing man Sachs, Morgan Stanley, and others are all gobbling up
infrastructure as fast as they can get their hands on it.resistance to Macquarie and cohorts. Foremost is the guberna-
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Typical is the sudden announcement July 5, that was never officially for sale. “We had no interest in selling,”
said Morgan K. O’Brien, CEO of Duquesne Light. Then cameMacquarie bought out Duquesne Light Holdings in Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania—a company famous during the decades the surprise notice, on July 5, that Macquarie Infrastructure
Partners, a New York-based investment fund of Macquarieof regulated electricity, for its early development of nuclear,

as well as coal power. However, during the Enron mania, the Bank Ltd., Australia, announced its deal to acquire Duquesne
Light for $1.59 billion, and will now have billing rights tocompany shed its generating capacity, and destructured into

an electricity provider, and other functions. But the company 587,000 customers in western Pennsylvania.

The Macquarie website boasts of the global reach of its holdings. Most of these “assets” originated as government-funded public
works projects. Resistance to the privatization of infrastructure is gathering force.
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